


I realize we’ve been looking at the content areas individually. But, like so much else in 

early childhood education, they overlap and interrelate, which means we can’t always 

look at them in isolation!

Take prepositions, for example. Not only are they an important part of emergent 

literacy; also, these positional concepts are integral to early geometry!

So, in this video, we’ll explore activities that help promote an understanding of these 

little words with big meanings.



Let’s start with over and under. The children will be learning the meaning of these 

prepositions, while believing they’re just playing a simple game (above), for which 

you’ll need a playground or small beach ball.



Here’s an activity called Over, Under, and More. You’ll need materials for an obstacle 

course – like cardboard boxes, jump ropes, plastic hoops, classroom furniture, and so 

on. You should also have display cards with illustrated and written directions on them.

Once the children are familiar with the course, make slight changes to it. For example, 

if the children were previously expected to go under a rope suspended between two 

pieces of furniture, lay the rope flat and direct them to step over it. Also, taking your 

obstacle course outside presents new possibilities, while also giving the children all of 

the benefits the outdoors has to offer!



Another possibility is to place any object on the floor and invite the children to 

discover how many different ways they can move over or around it.

You can reinforce these concepts by singing and discussing songs such as those 

listed above. Tana Hoban’s book, Over, Under, and Through is also a great 

accompaniment to these activities.



To reinforce more challenging positional prepositions, give each child a jump rope, 

which she or he places on the floor. Then invite them to perform the above.

Of course, plastic hoops are also wonderful for experiencing positional prepositions. 

Just have each child lay one on the floor in front of him or her. You can then use 

many of the rope challenges, adding such prepositions as in and out.

And don’t forget the possibilities for parachute play! The children can move the chute 

around in a circle, lift it above them, move under it, and more!

Children who play the simple games outlined here will have seen, heard, and felt the 

meaning of these positional prepositions – which means they’ll grasp them 

immediately and never forget them!



Bonus Activity!:

Above, Below, and On

Children need a clear understanding of these words before they can succeed in 

writing letters and words on lined paper. These are the three positions on which all or 

parts of their letters will be placed in relation to the lines on the paper.

You’ll need one jump rope per child. Then:

○Each child places her or his rope flat on the floor in a straight horizontal line.

○Call out “above,” “below,” or “on,” indicating where the children should stand 

in relation to the line. Call out each word in various orders and tempos!
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